Victory Pioneers International School

Grade Two

2017-2018

Dear Parent/Guardian,
As an extension of the regular literacy program, students are invited to participate in
V.P.I.S. Spelling Bee. This program will help to develop your child’s vocabulary, learn new word
definitions, be able to improve their reading comprehension, reasoning and public speaking
skills. Participation is voluntary and extracurricular. Students who join will be supported by
their teachers and mentors, we will need a commitment from home to encourage some study
time on a regular basis.
Every child will receive participation certificate and other consolation prizes. The 1st, 2nd
and 3rd place finishers in each age categories will receive valuable prizes.
The final 3 contestants are required to study the challenging words for the final competition
on March 29, 2018.
For extra challenging words, kindly go through the next grade level.

Spelling Bee words Grade 2
1. front

2. friend

3. someone

4. small

5. people

6. build

7. country

8. learn

9. speak

10. could

11. father

12. afraid

13. gravity

14. world

15. cousin

16. behind

17. baseball

18. shuttle

19. animal

20. before

21. horse

22. score

23. laugh

24. second

25. worst

26. proper

27. scared

28. turtle

29. enough

30. winter

31. mouse

32. children

33. spring

34. bought

35. today

36. sorry

37. minute

38. picture

39. inside

40. voice

41. promise

42. village

43. backyard

44. finally

45. pharmacy

46. sentence

47. guess

48. parent

49. outside

50. writing

Challenging Words:
51. telescope

52. beautiful

53. singular

54. thousand

55.

recognize

56. meadow

57. newspaper

58. beside

59. delicious

60.

squirrel

61. chocolate

62. telephone

63. helicopter

64. believe

65.

yesterday

66. alligator

67. daughter

68. decided

69. difficult

70.

headpiece

71. wonder

72. astronaut

73. exciting

74. discover

75.

dangerous

76. neighbor

77. special

78. hamburger

79. seaweed

80.

telescope

81. separate

82. wonderful

83. impossible

84. thought

85.

magazine

86. discover

87. mammal

88. because

89. mountain

90.

company

91. pioneer

92. victory

93. pretty

94. tomorrow

95.

birthday

96. science

97. butterfly

98. pleasant

99. probably

100.complain

